Eastman’s Success Through the Years
Fourty-Seven years of innovation and advanced engineering to sustainably harness the abundant
resources of the earth

Our Journey
Eastman’s spirit is jubilant with the desire to trek unsurmountable heights. We have expanded
multifariously and have been revolutionizing benchmarks wherever our roots seep into. As a
manufacturing and export company, we aim to enrich lives and take the economy with us as we reach
new pinnacles of success with every step we take.
1970- The Beginning Eastman Group
Mr. J. R. Singal, our Chairman sets up a bicycle brake shoe manufacturing plant in Ludhiana, Punjab.
1982- The Launch of Eastman Industries Limited
EASTMAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED (E.I.L) a corporate entity established as a first step to professionalize
operations
1986- The Launch of Eastman Cast & Forge Limited (E.C.F.L)
EASTMAN CAST & FORGE LTD (E.C.F.L) incorporated for export of hand tools.
1994-2006- The Glorious Years
E.I.L won the Latin America Focus award in 94, Both E.I.L and E.C.F.L got ISO 9002 & ISO 9001 certified in
98, E.I.L won Focus LAC Award for outstanding Export performance in 99, E.I.L wons National Export
Awards for excellence in Exports.
2002- A New Beginning Eastman Industrial Company
Eastman decided to incorporate- EASTMAN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY (E.I.C) for export of two wheelers
and their spare parts- Now called E.A.G (Eastman Auto Group).
2006- The Launch of Eastman Auto and Power Limited
EASTMAN AUTO & POWER LIMITED holds automotive, batteries and solar products under its umbrella.
Although the auto group began in 2002, E.A.P.L was formally launched in 2006.

Eastman Performance Redefined in Figures
Eastman has accelerated essence with the ambition to take over the extensive radius of heights. We
have created milestones in developing and revolutionizing technology with of aim benefiting people and
the atmosphere. We are an Indian power solutions provider dedicated to enhancing the quality of lives
with honest immersion with the economy while leaving a greener and safer footprint of success.

1200 Employees
We are committed to blossom creativity and intelligence in our employees. We give an essential and
liberated platform to let their ideas develop in a demonstrative manner and help them achieve their life
goals.
Present in more than 60 countries
We are established across the globe providing our diverse range of products and services. We are the
best-in-class with an aim to advance our approach and technology with accelerated yet substantial
outcomes.
Installed more than 150 MW till date
Our purpose is to help develop an energy efficient and sustainable planet. We work hard and inclined
ourselves to be innovative every day to realize the dream of a green and healthy life of the people.
More than 3500 happy customers
We are accessible to our customers around the world with the purpose to make their life easier and
resourceful. We have developed energy solution with extreme durability and modernized investment of
technology with competent efficiency.
Sold more than a half a million batteries
Our batteries are innovation with sustainability. We have designed batteries in varied range with
tremendous output and active safety to power your lives. The performance is exhilarating and
compatibility is phenomenally refined.
We manufacture 130,000 batteries a month
Our manufacturing plants have a quick production with unparalleled performance. We have produced
batteries exceptionally splendidly not in just in quantity but in quality too. The batteries are not only
safer but also have advanced features.

